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- The free press is the

ubiquitous Vigilant eye of a people's

soul, the embodiment of a people's faith

in itself, the eloquent link that connects

the individual with the state and the

world, the embodied culture that trans-

forms material struggle into intellectual

struggle and idealises their crude ma-

terial form. It is a peoples frank con-

fession to itself. It is the spiritual mir-

ror in which people can see itself, and

self examination is the first condition

of wisdom
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IMPORTANCE OF PROFESSIONAL

ETHICS FOR TEACHERS

Pradip Kumar Das.

Professional ethics is like a

guide, which facilitates the teacher to

provide quality education and inculcate

good values among the learners. The pro-

fessional ethics will enlighten the teach-

ers that they have a major role in bring-

ing desirable changes in the behaviour

of the students. It also helps the teachers

to understand their profession as a

teacher. Their role is not just to become

supreme and authoritarian in front of

their students and colleagues. Teacher

having the sense of professional ethics

will treat their learners with love, care,

affection and commitment. In addition

to that, they would always ensure to

make specific contribution from their

angle.

The teacher must inculcate the

fundamental professional ethics and val-

ues within them before entering into

teaching profession. Some significant

professional code of ethics for teachers

that will assist the teachers to educate

the students efficiently and effectively:-

 The teachers should always be

aware of his/her roles and responsibili-





ties. He should actively provide his ser-

vice to institution and student with hap-

piness and satisfaction. They should pro-

vide maximum opportunities to students

to excel in diverse aspects of develop-

ment. Active professionalism is required

in teaching profession. They cannot re-

main inactive or passive in the educa-

tional process. That is their fundamen-

tal duty for which they are being em-

ployed with expectations to serve the

school and students.

 The teachers should have defi-

nite vision, how they will fulfill the

present needs, requirements and aspira-

tions of the learners. For that they need

to be precise about their actions in their

educational process. They should strat-

egies planning and implement it effec-

tively. Proper professionalism should be

showcased by the teacher in order to

meet the demands and requirements of

students.

 The teachers should not be

biased while imparting and evaluating

the students' performance related with

academic and co- curricular activities.

They must respect all the students and

treat them uniformly irrespective of

caste, creed, gender, civil status, family

status, sexual orientation, religion, age,

disability, race, ethnicity, region, com-

munity and socio-economic status. Fol-

lowing this equality will motivate and

reinforce the students to perform well in

their academics and curricular activities.

 It is important for teachers to

be honest, reliable and dedicated towards

school and students. Such actions are

embodied in integrity. Therefore, teach-

ers should emphasize on implement in-

tegrity through their professional com-

mitments, responsibilities and actions.

This will enhance the development of the

institution and students as a whole.

Teachers at all levels of educa-

tion should focus on imparting quality

education. It is the prime duty of the

teacher to bring optimum development

among the students. Teachers' should

show an equal level of dignity to his pro-

fession, institution, students, colleagues

and parents. Therefore, for successful

teaching, the knowledge of professional

ethics and its implementation is very

essential for teachers.
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Gandhi's concept of Education and its ethical

perspectives for the development of Peace

         Surajit Borah

Gandhi was a utopian; he tried

to bring the Kingdom of God on the earth

where truth and non-violence would be

guiding principles. His utopianism arose

out of his love for humanity. He firmly

believed that the goodness of the indi-

vidual formed the constituent part of the

goodness of the society. Like John

Ruskin, he considered ‘man’ is the most

important to bring a peaceful and har-

monious society. He says, “The indi-

vidual is the one supreme consideration.

Man is neither mere intellect, nor the

gross animal body, nor the heart or soul

alone. A proper and harmonious combi-

nation of all the three is required for

making of the whole man and constitutes

the true economics of education.” His

concept of political system is closely

connected with education. In a good po-

litical system, there must be the element

of goodness necessarily present in every

man. There is the need of a proper edu-

cation system to the individuals in order

to bring out such element of goodness.

He talks about education is more com-





prehensive than that of the literal mean-

ing. He says, “By education I mean an

all round drawing out of the best in child

and man–body mind and spirit. Literacy

is not the end of education not even the

beginning. It is one of the means whereby

man and women can be educated. Lit-

eracy in itself is no education.”

Gandhi thought that education is

closely associated with the socio-eco-

nomic development of the society. He

took up scheme for basic education in

which vocational training or work expe-

rience is the utmost important. It is due

to the fact that it stimulates the human

mind for creative thinking or dignity of

manual labour. He thought that such cre-

ative thinking should be taken up from

primary to higher level education. His

view on basic education is greatly influ-

enced by his philosophy of satya (truth),

ahimsa (non-violence), firm belief in

God, dignity of labour. The Kothari

Commission also followed Gandhi’s

ideal of vocational training in education.

This commission says, “We recommend

that work experience should be intro-

duced as an integral part of all India edu-

cation–general or vocational. We define

work experience as participation in pro-

ductive work in school, in the home, in

a workshop, on a farm, in a factory or in

any other productive situation.” This

commission re-emphasizes the Gandhian

principle of learning by doing in the

modern education. The main aim of edu-

cation is the development of human per-

sonality. He expanded fourfold person-

ality in the individual that is body, mind,

heart and spirit. True education stimu-

lates the spiritual, intellectual and physi-

cal strength of the individual. His views

on education of heart which brings the

idea of sympathy, fellowship and deep

feelings of love. The aim of education is

not only to produce good individual but

also one must understand one’s own re-

sponsibilities in which one lives. It is

closely related to Hindu concept of

varnashram dharma. One who under-

stood his or her responsibilities would

lead to the spirit of social consciousness

and social mindedness. Then, all the ac-

tivities of such persons will have a so-

cial content as well as co-operation to

others.

Gandhi talks about education in

terms of discipline. It is regarded as one

of the most important parts and parcels

of education. Without discipline, the

sound education system is impossible.

It is a quality that one’s self can lead to

the regulation of one’s intellectual,

moral, spiritual and social behaviour. It

is stated that the goal of education con-

sists of character-building. Such charac-

ter-building requires the moral, intellec-

tual and social behaviour under all cir-

cumstances i.e., strength of personality,

the virtue of compassion, kindness, fair-

mindedness and the spirit of dedication.

Gandhi strongly holds that education is





not end in itself but it is the most power-

ful weapon which creates all persons of

genuine characters. There is degenera-

tion of education when the qualities of

truthfulness, firmness, tolerance are ab-

sence from it. True education is life pro-

cess which helps in cultivating the spirit

of co-operation, tolerance, public spirit

and a sense of responsibility. All these

qualities are considered as disciplines for

the development of human personality.

Such disciplines can create the harmo-

nious balance between the individuals

and social aim of education. His prin-

ciple of ‘learning by doing’ tries to stimu-

late the individual’s mind to think cre-

atively, independently and critically. His

great emphasis on work-culture to the

students from the primary stage to higher

stage is to enable the students to start pro-

ducing from the time he started his train-

ing. So, his primary information of ba-

sic education is Head, Heart and Hand

rather than Reading, Writing and Arith-

metic.

Gandhi also maintains that edu-

cation is essential for the attainment of

the goal of peace. It can be attained only

through morality and ethics. According

to Gandhi, education is the realization

of the best in man - body, soul and spirit.

He maintained that education must be

based on ethics and morality. Ethics and

morality are integral to Gandhi’s life. All

his thoughts, actions and speeches are

based on these two concepts. From the

ethical perspective, education may be

considered as a means of attainment of

salvation. It helps to the path of the com-

plete peace. Peace is the absence of vio-

lence and hostile thought. As a daily

practitioner of non-violence, Gandhi

right from his earlier stage considered

that non-violence is an indivisible, im-

portant and essential part of education.

We cannot be separated education from

ethics, morality and spiritualism. For this

purpose Gandhi has given some rules for

all students so as to ensure that morality

and righteousness always be considered

as an essential part of their education.

Regarding this, such rules can make to

right thinking, self-control, service to the

society, respect to others and constant

awareness for their duties and responsi-

bilities.

Today, the world is suffering

from immense crisis from many sides.

Crimes, conflict, hatred and distrust be-

tween one community and another, hun-

ger, unemployment, poverty and literacy,

paucity of resources and pollution of

environment, deforestation and deserti-

fication, swelling number of migrants

and refugees, ethnic and sub-national

violence, terrorism, drug trafficking,

AIDS etc., all these altogether make a

grave danger to peace. The present day

crisis is greater than the crisis that oc-

curred during the time of Gandhi. The

world is now full of violence. With the

advancement of science and technology





human being has invented many new

technologies which are very helpful in

our life. His principle of aparigraha is

one of the most important to bring simple

and peaceful living, co-operation with

one another. However, in our present day

society we are facing so many conflicts.

One of them is based on our knowledge

which has been separated from work-eth-

ics. Knowledge is separated in thought,

in life as well as in market values by

faulty psychology, faulty sociology and

faulty economics respectively. Education

plays an important role which helps to

equip individuals with the skills and at-

titudes that are necessary in order to

adapt in changing situations and to add

the creative spirit in the task of social

change. ‘Work and knowledge should go

together’ is the Gandhian principle of

education. The educational systems try

to develop the individual soul and mind,

courage and self-reliance, cultivate the

highest intellectual, scientific, moral and

ethical accomplishments.

Gandhi’s concept of education is of quite

significance in the contemporary situa-

tion. His philosophical concept of edu-

cation is entirely based on the develop-

ment of human personality, to maintain

the discipline, to create the manual work

with learning and to develop the culture

of the peace. He was a great education-

ist and an individualist par excellence.

He knew that education is the most im-

portant means in the society which can

be used as an instrument of socio-eco-

nomic progress, material advancement,

political evolution and moral develop-

ment of an individual. Gandhi’s whole

philosophy and work was based on eth-

ics and morality. His concept of educa-

tion is also founded on ethics and mo-

rality. It may be said that his concept of

education has full of religious ideas. His

idea of religion is different from com-

mon concept. His concept of religion is

‘service of humanity’. For the spirit of

religions he propounded ‘Nai Talim’ or

‘basic education’. His philosophical

thought on education is highly pedestal

that creates the socio-economic devel-

opment of the society.

We can draw a conclusion that

his concept of education is not only the

eradication of illiteracy but learning by

doing. He preaches the doctrine of

simple living and high thinking. His edu-

cation system are greatly emphasizing

the culture of peace, sincere work, dedi-

cation of the cause of the nation, social

minded, friendliness, right feelings, eco-

nomic advancement, physical improve-

ment and socio-cultural progress. It is

based on work-centre education which

can provide the necessary economic self-

sufficiency and self-reliance.
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The Importance of Value Education in the

present day context

Mousumi Hazarika

Value is a dynamic process of

life In our daily teaching learning pro-

cess we are picking up the term ‘value’

Value is an abstract and idealistic con-

cept that needs deep realization and un-

derstanding in individual mind and ex-

periences – values are part and parcel of

philosophy of Nation and that of its edu-

cation system. They are the guiding prin-

ciples of life which are conducive to all

round development of an individual.

Values are norms or behaviour which

have been evolved during the course of

time in the social, moral and spiritual

fields. An educationist has highly re-

marked, 'values are like a rail that keep

a train on the track and help it move

smoothly , quickly and with direction'.

Value education occupies a pres-

tigious place in the modern context of

contemporary society. Values regulate

and guide human behaviour and action

in our day to day life. Values are embed-

ded is every word we select and speak,

what we wear, ways in which we interect,

our perceptions and interpretations of

others reactions in what we say and so

on. The main aim of value education is

to make the students good citizens who

may share their responsibilities in the

changing setup of the society in order to

give the desired shape and image to the

society and the country at large. We se-

lect and speak, what we wear, ways in

which we interect our perceptions.

In the present day our Education-

ists and policy makers have felt the es-

sential need of imparting value oriented

education to the students right from the

primary to the university stage. Values





are formed on the basis of interests,

choices, needs, desires and preferences.

Thus value is considered to be an endear-

ing belief upon which human beings act

by preferences. However, in our society

the awakening in this direction has been

too late. Children and youth need to be

educated to practice the commonly held

values of harmony and peace with sey

and others as children are envoys of the

future.

Values could guide our life

minute by minute towards noble goals,

rather than our life behind controlled by

self serving motives, customs, acciden-

tal occurrences, bad habits, impulse or

emotions. Moreover, it inspire and mo-

tivate us, giving us energy and a zest for

living and for  doing something mean-

ingful. Understanding values helps us to

understand how we create our own real-

ity and gives us insight into the personal

realities of other. But now a days, it is

seen that we value those aspects of edu-

cation that lead to academic excellence

and employment.

Now a days, in the whole school

approach, value education is woven into

the totality of educational programme in

school where value education does not

form a near appendage of all other sub-

jects but would stand out as over arch-

ing concern of basic importance. The

school atmosphere is surcharged with

positive values to imbibe and internal-

ize. Teachers are properly oriented to

create such environment for children

where those values become vibrant.

Their role is to put the child on the right

path not by imposing but by watching,

suggesting and helping.

So we can analyse that there is a

need to examine and  ensure how these

issues and concern are dealt appropri-

ately in our school system, in curricu-

lum, teaching,  the administrative pro-

cesses, the institutional ethos and over

all climate of the school and how our

students are given opportunities to de-

velop their considered opinions and con-

victions to meet the above challenges

peacefully and creatively. 
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SEMESTER SYSTEM: AN INNOVATIVE TECH-

NIQUE ADOPTED FOR EXAMINATION REFORM

Nirmali Baruah

Examination is nothing but a procedure generally applied for measuring

the learning outcome of the students .It is also a technique needed for promotion of

the students from one standard to the another standard .Most of our educationist

and psychologist mentioned that our existing examination is defective .It is defec-

tive in the sense that it prepares the students only to sit in the examination and to

take promotion for the higher class .It does not suit the needs of the students and

cannot prepare them for their future life. In fact most of the time our traditional





examination system create phobia in the

minds of the students .Hence there is an

urgent need for reforming the examina-

tion system taking into consideration the

needs and demands of the students as

well as of the society.

Innovation in examination im-

plies the reformation of examination sys-

tem by making the evaluation system

more reliable, more valid and more ac-

ceptable. The University Education

Commission (1948-49) ,Secondary Edu-

cation Commission(1952-53), Kothari

Commission (1964-65) ,NCERT(1976)

,New Education Policy(1986) provided

valuable suggestion regarding  reforma-

tion of examination system.

                According to great Psycholo-

gist Sandyford, examination system

should be subjective .But many of our

educationist are of the opinion that it

should be objective. A few strategies that

can be adopted for reforming the exami-

nation system may be Semester system,

System of grading, Internal Assessment,

Use of short answer type of question, Use

of objective type question, Oral exami-

nation etc.

Semester system is innovative

steps that can be applied for reforming

the traditional examination system. Ac-

cording to the Dictionary of Education,

the meaning of semester is half of the

education year .In India the Indian Insti-

tutes of Technology are the first institu-

tion of applying semester system .In In-

dia, the education system is fast chang-

ing and it requires many years to be fully

equipped with modern amenities. Se-

mester system is one of the demands of

the globalized world. The university

grants commission suggested to imple-

ment semester system in all the institu-

tion of higher education with the aim to

bring a change in the whole existing sys-

tem of education. One of the major ad-

vantages of the semester system seems

to be that it allows for a higher degree of

innovation and flexibility to students as

well as teachers .A large variety of course

can be formulated under this system of

one semester or two semesters depend-

ing upon the need and preference of the

student. But some students and teachers

are not completely in favor of the new

system and feel semester system will

create many unwanted challenges for the

students. Some felt that the success of





the semester system being closely related to adequate time available while others

felt that it would overburden them.

Universities play a vital and critical role in the development and evolution

of societies. These universities generate new ideas, encourage innovation, educate

young minds and create awareness and dynamic citizens in the country. The Uni-

versity Grants Commission (UGC) set up a committee for university reforms which

emphasized the importance of interdisciplinary, a broader background for under-

graduate education, a uniform semester and credit system. It will provide an oppor-

tunity to students for continuous learning and assessment/feedback and a better

paced understanding of the subject. There will more focused class interaction be-

cause of continuous engagement between students and teachers. This will provide

regular study habits among students. The main advantage is that the performance

would not be judged at the end of one year rather conducting examinations twice a

year will help in regularly evaluating the student progress. The examination study

load of the students shall be halved since they would be required to prepare half of

the content as they are currently required to prepare for the final examination. As a

result it would enable a more in-depth study and understanding of their concerned

subjects.

But some students and teachers are not completely in favor of the new sys-

tem and feel semester system will create many unwanted challenges for the stu-

dents. Some felt that the success of the semester system being closely related to

adequate time available while others felt that it would overburden them. Some

students were under the feeling that the system of examination would become an

internal one which would lead to a lack of uniform standards. Anxiety about the

less time for extracurricular activities was also spoken.
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Poetry is the sporxaneour

overflow of powerful feelings
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artistic expression of human mind

in the emotional and rhythmic
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;









Poetry is an art

of the ear, not of the eye-in other

words, poetry is sound, not sight.

On the Teaching of poetry
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Mental Health- A Social Taboo

Anindita Chetia

Mental Health includes our

psychological, emotional, mental

and social well being. It affects how

we feel, think and act. It is impor-

tant at every stage of a person’s life.

Many biological factors such as

genes or brain chemistry are re-

sponsible for mental health prob-

lems. Again, family history of men-

tal health problems and life experi-

ences such as physical abuse and

trauma are also responsible for

mental illness or problems.

Though mental health re-

lated problems are serious problems

all over the world, still people along

with the society feels ashamed to

talk about it with family, friends ,or

even doctors and considers it as a

taboo. Now, a question arises, why

do people hesitate  to talk about it

and seek help?

In India, people and the so-

ciety are still reluctant to talk about

mental health problems such as

depression, anxiety, stress like any

other physical health related prob-

lems. Be it , the parents or the  chil-

dren, mental health has never been

a matter of concern because they

have never understood the notion.

People does not bother as long as a

person is not physically ill or his

wounds are not visible. We can’t

expect the people and the society

to ‘Care’ about mental health issues

if  they don’t understand them.

Being mentally fit has never been





a consideration for a healthy and

smooth life. A person may have a

luxurious life and yet he can be

unhappy and depressed. Mental

peace has nothing to do with a com-

fortable and luxurious life.

One of the biggest chal-

lenges in today’s fast paced world

is understanding that mental health

is a priority and should be consid-

ered as one. In India, people are

concerned about what others will

think, and so they never talk or dis-

cuss about their problems openly.

And moreover, majority of the

people are unaware of the symp-

toms of mental illness and if they

do, they don’t know what to do

about it. Even if people or patients

goes to seek help from a doctor or

psychologist, people along with the

society makes a serious problem

out of it. But the patient should un-

derstand that to live a better, hap-

pier and healthier life, he or she

must seek help from the doctors and

psychologists and the patient

should not allow the society, par-

ents, relatives to affect his sanity

and hamper his path to recovery.
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“A life of Joy and happiness is possible only on the basis of

knowledge and science.”

- Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan
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ONLINE SHOPPING AND ITS

ADDICTION

Mainu Swargiary

The internet and e-commerce

has drastically revolutionized the way we

shop. Because of the numerous advan-

tages and benefits, more and more

people these days prefer buying online

over the conventional method of going

into stores each and every day, the so-

cial networking sites, the print as well

as the electronic media are flooded with

the advert isements from various

websites like flipkart, Amazon, Myntra,

Snapdeal, Homeshop 18, etc. These

websites open up a Plethora of options

and give the customers the ease of shop-

ping at their own pace with great vari-

ety, deals and discounts. One who orders

the products online gets it delivered to

their  doorsteps without any hassle.

Online shopping can be a dan-

gerous habit for many consumers. Cer-

tain usages of online shopping can turn

into problematic behaviors such as

online shopping addiction (OSA) or

Compulsive buying disorder (CBT). The

combination of anonymity, accessibility,

convenience, prices and range of goods

can fuel online shopping addiction. Ac-

cording to April Lane Benson, a psy-

chologist specializing in compulsive

buying disorder, Monomania, pathologi-

cal buying when the individual tend to

lose control overt their buying disorders.

A shopping addiction is very different





from the love of shopping. The addicted

person spend money constantly to soothe

stress and anxiety, buy unnecessary items

despite the problematic financial condi-

tions and spends unnecessarily. Online

shopping addicts may get emotional rea-

sons. According to researchers', Work-

man and paper, 2010', stress, anxiety and

depression are major motives for online

shopping. As with other addictions, vic-

tims feel lost and out of control. The

person constantly feel the urge to buy

things unnecessarily. While shopping,

they are in an illusion that they are not

really spending money because of the use

of credit or debit cards.

Online compulsive buying influ-

ences all individuals in the society. Infact

people who are more knowledgeable and

more explored to the internet are more

into online shopping. Studies and re-

search shows that female are more into

online shopping than male. The age

group between 20 to 30 go for more

online shopping . This is because the

young generation are more often pur-

chasing form online sites because of the

revolution in the technology for their

well-being than other age category. Al-

though shopping compulsively may not

seem to have effect on Persion physical

health, there are spiritual and mental

detriments many shopping addicts face

financial problems and are overwhelmed

with debts. Because of high shopping

expenditures, personal and family con-

flicts are likely to occur. The person de-

nies about spending money on online

shopping. There are a lot of commonali-

ties among shopaholics and other addicts

for instance, while alcoholics will hide

their bottles, shopaholics will hide their

purchases. This addiction can be danger-

ous when left untreated.

At present, There are no proven

pharmacological treatments for addic-

tion to online shopping compulsion but

it neads to be given guidance and coun-

seling services. The addicted person

should learn to be careful and conscious

about spending money wisely. The best

way to overcome this problem is to

unsubscribe from all promotional emails,

blocking internet access to the favourte

sites or deleting shopping apps from their

mobile or other devices.











































































"Travel

makes one modest. You see what a tiny place you occupy in the world"





'Wall of Fame' 

'Megnatic Hill' 

'Leh place'





'Three Idiots' 

'Rancho school' 

(Santistupa) 

(Nubra

Valley) 

Snowfall 

(Diskit Monestery) 

Mohadraylor 





'Leh Rani' 

Old Monk 





(Nomadic) 

SSIO 

"There are place you visit to know about them, you came back

home you

Know more about yourself, visit to Leh ladhak".





















































(The Negro Speaks of River)

Langston Hughes



























































































































































































SCIENCE EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS

Swastika Chutia

The study of science,

since time immemorial, has been

serving as fuel for any curious

mind. Science is an exciting and

engaging subject which has the

potential to inspire interest in

people of all ages. Learning sci-

ence offers opportunities to find

explanations about phenomena

that are constantly going on

around us all the time. With the

advent of an era where our daily

lives have been planned and made easier by the interference of science

and technology, the knowledge of science has gained even more rel-

evance and importance.

Science education aims to increase a student’s understanding and

inculcate conceptual knowledge of the subject as well as to promote

scientific literacy and responsible citizenship. Science learning has been

incorporated in the curriculum of all schools in the country, both public





and private institutions. However,

it is a general observation that many

students panics at the mere utter-

ance of the word ‘science’. A com-

mon fear shadows the life of a lot

many students right from a very

early age. It is very rare to hear a

kid say that his aim in life is to be a

scientist, whereas it is very com-

mon to hear them say their aim is

to be a doctor or an engineer or a

teacher. Such responses are often

the result of memorization only. It

doesn’t come from the understand-

ing of the child.

India is a fast developing

country. Although India has a long

history of scientific excellence to

boast of, yet the progress in scien-

tific research and science education

is at a inadequately satisfactory

phase. With a population of 1.15

billion people, India is the largest

democracy of the world. The coun-

try has ample human resources to

boost scientific innovations to an

unfathomable height. Despite this

fact, scientific research in the coun-

try continues to lag behind.

A snag, amongst an array of

many others, is the lack of interest

towards this subject among the stu-

dents. Only a handful of students

truly enjoy and engage in learning

science. The rests sits for the exam

only to get promoted to the next

class. We are facing a sturdy chal-

lenge here because we are at some

point failing to draw their attention

towards the wonders of science

during their growth years and hence

quality contribution to the country

in the fields of scientific innova-

tions remains unfulfilled year after

year. It is, therefore, the educator’s

responsibility to facilitate the

learner’s development which in-

cludes active construction of new

knowledge about the subject con-

tent.

Many schools in the coun-

try lack quality teachers which trig-

gers poor learning outcomes among

its pupils, which in turn result in

incompetence and inapt cognitive

skills. It is a matter of fact that

schools in many parts of the coun-

try, follow a traditional approach to





learning, based on teacher-centric

learning, which is known as didac-

tic approach. The teachers, speak-

ing of  science teachers here, tends

to stick strictly to the content of the

syllabus, which is basically theo-

retical in nature. The students are

just involved in passive listening.

There is rare scope of exploring the

practical utility of the subject con-

tent. The very few practical lessons

being incorporated in the syllabus

are meagerly enough for under-

standing the whole subject content.

Besides, some teachers are only

sparingly interested in executing

even these handful of practical

classes. Students struggle to find a

bridge between what they learn in

their science classes and their day

to day life tasks. They often fail to

recognize the working principle

behind daily chores, as basic as

boiling a pot of water, which is in

fact a slice of science learning it-

self.

Science is a subject which

demands theoretical knowledge

partnered with practical applica-

tion. It is only through hands on

practical tasks that any student can

build his or her interest in this sub-

ject. If only the teacher can incul-

cate ample curiosity and eagerness

to learn and explore science in the

child at the lower primary level, he/

she will have a keen interest in the

subject when they grow up. And

only then, fruitful contributions will

arise in the fields of innovation

coming from young minds.

Today, we need trained pro-

fessionals in our schools who can

understand the needs of the stu-

dents. Teachers who devote their

time and skills to help students

boost their interest in science are

the need of the hour. The learning

of science as well as other subjects

should not be examination-centric

and marks-oriented. Those are

methods of the ancient education

system which needs to be cut-off

immediately. The era of learning

practical application has to begin

to achieve quality education that

can deliver revolutionary contribu-

tions in every field. These changes





must start by providing students

with an  ample scope for question-

ing, analyzing and then understand-

ing the concept. For science to be

distinctive, teachers should make

sure that when teaching a specific

topic in the subject, the facts must

be taught through context. Pupils

should be able to form creative con-

nectivity between their course con-

tent and their daily experiences.

Primary school children are at such

an age when their curiosity knows

no bounds. Hence, it is even more

easier to harness their enthusiasm

and point them in the right direc-

tion.

While probing the lags and

snags of science education, one has

to acknowledge the fact that a lot

have also been done to improve this

condition. Science congresses, sci-

ence exhibitions and children sci-

ence societies are strong pillars that

has adequate potential to augment

science learning in schools. There

is also a fraction of teachers who

puts in efforts to make science in-

teresting and worth-learning for

students. Such teachers and educa-

tors are an asset to the country. If

more teachers, not only science but

across different subjects, devote

their time and render their valuable

skills and services towards helping

students acquire adequate knowl-

edge, there would be a miraculous

improvement in the current condi-

tion of the country. A lion’s share

of a country’s development de-

pends on its pace of scientific in-

novations. Hence, proper science

education in schools should be con-

sidered in the queue of key factors

that drives development of the

country.





































Crimson Red

Jawakhi Dutta

Surprised was I to see the shine

Not in the sun but in the shade,

I immediatly acknowledge it to be more

And found that it was a crimsom red.

Something that shines not in the sun

But in the shade far ahead

It was a lovely crimson red.

Too gracious to be a smooth bread

Or a letter golden like 'z'

Two small chilly seeds dipped in it

With a splash of cabbage- a bit

It thrilled my fancies to the core

And enlightened my walk and healed l my sore

A small element the crimson red

Too lovley for a dog to be fed

Made my heart leap in the air

Then I realised it to be fair

To quote sometimes out of my head

For the well-urinated crimson red.





Wondering Amidst the Clouds

Anindita Chetia

Here I find my serenity,

Floating in the sky, embracing my worries,

They make my demons disappear.

Like a feather in the rain, soft and pure,

My heart feels crystal clear.

Saying good bye's to the doubts, insecurities and fears.

With a wide grin from ear to ear.

And I want to fly beside these clouds

for a thousand years, so i never had to bear.

The burdens of being, in my adolescent years,

Where loneliness is hard to bear,

So i sing with my heart's centent,

A song sweet as a lyre.
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Report by Sports Co-ordinate

Rupankar Dev Chutia

Sports Co-ordinate

Curtains falls on yet another

eventful year, here at Dhemaji P.G.T

College. All the trainees of Dhemaji

P.G.T College have proved yet again that,

its not just studies we excel in, but every

single endeavour that we choose to

Sports are very integral and necessary

part of our lives which provides a vari-

ety of benefits other than physical ben-

efits.

I would like to express my sin-

cere thanks as well as gratitude to those

great persons who contributed their fire-

less effort and dedication for upliftment

of the institution to such a height. I, take

the opportunity to thank all the faculty

members and all the trainees for giving

me a fine opportunity to serve as sports

secretary in the session 2019-20.

I would like to thank Mr. Partha

Pratim Chetia, who helped me out dur-

ing my session and most of times get-

ting involved himself in almost all the

activities. I would also like to thank Mr.

P.K. Das, Principal. Things would not

have gone so easier without their in-

volvement and dedication.

I would like to  convey my

heartful thanks and appreciation to

Ranjit Saikia, Chitra, Gauri, Rocky,

Kamal, Gautam, Bijit and all my friends

as well for their enthusiastic effort in

fulfilling my duties and responsibilities.

The constant encouragement and

involvement from the management has

been strong catalyst on which we have

built up our success. So for all those

trainees who leave this campus this year,

it was worth the journey. And for all

those who are still pursuing their dreams

here, charge on.

Thanking You.





Report by Cultural Secretary

Joyshree Saikia

Cultural Co-ordinate

As like every year the college

week 2020 of Dhemaji P.G.T. College

was held and it was of grand success. I

as a cultural secretary of the year 2020

is hereby very pleased to share with ev-

eryone that I had organised many cul-

tural events in which the trainees has

shown their great co-operation and sup-

port. I had to thank the Principal of

Dhemaji P.G.T. College. Sir Pradip Das

and also very sincere thanks to ma’am

Bobby Neog for guiding me throughout

the events. The talents of the trainees in

different events was no less than a sur-

prise.

The different events organised

was Prayer Competition.

Jyoti Sangeet Competition

Rabha Sangeet Competition

Bhupendra Sangeet Competition

Modern Hindi Song Competition

Modern Assamese Song Competition

Folk Song Competition

Western Song Competition

Modern Dance Competition

Traditional Dress Competition

Antarkshi Competition

The best singer 2020 was Pulak

Gogoi. Kamal Gogoi won the title of Mr

Dhemaji P.G.T. College and Lakhijyoti

Lachan won the title of Miss Dhemaji

P.G.T College.

Interestingly Pulak Gogoi was

also able to grab the best participator

award. All the prizes were distributed

away on the cultural night was also held

and everybody enjoyed and danced to the

step of every beat of music with great

joy.
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